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He considered books as rather like birds and it saddened him to see them
caged or still.
– Italo Calvino, The Baron in the Trees
You remember too much,
my mother said to me recently.
Why hold onto all that? And I said,
Where can I put it down?
– Anne Carson, The Glass Essay
The archivist produces more archive, and that is why the archive is never
closed. It opens out of the future.
– Jacques Derrida, Archive Fever

Introduction
Glitches are the weird and often frustrating byproduct of technology gone crooked. They occur
when the image on the screen scramble together,
freeze or when the sound turns into techno
music. But glitches are also a reminder of the
digital. An aesthetic trace of what is behind and
beyond the screen. It is perhaps not odd then, that
programmers and hackers have embraced these
glitches and turned them into art, to highlight and
embrace that which is otherwise invisible.
The Tumblr (microblog) project The Art Of
Google Books explores precisely this reflection
and representation of the digital age. Created by


Archive

22 year-old English student Krissy Wilson at the
University of Florida, the project aims to, with
Wilson’s words, “recognize book digitization as
re-photography, and to value the signs of use that
accompany these texts as worthy of documentation
and study.”1 You could say that the blog’s function
is to publish mistakes. Through found images from
the Google Books digitisation process, it explores
a minor detail within the project itself, but on the
blog, these tiny errors are allowed to be discovered.
As you scroll through digitised photographs of
small notes in the margin, obscured texts, books
that were never checked out of the library (blank
back matter) or the “selective autocorrect of
employee’s fingertip” on a photographed page
(accidental glitch art), you notice that the things
that are turned into numbers and code suddenly
and simultaneously become material and tangible.
A sort of meta process of the digitisation process
itself.
The Tumblr is a small reminder of the changes that
we only see the end results of when we Google a
particular author or book. But even though Wilson
specifically uses the social microblog platform
Tumblr as her output, the process does not end
here. These images are free to spread further into
the Web, moving through different contexts and
collections of images. Moreover, several memory
institutions including the New York Public Library
and LIFE magazine follow her Tumblr. Not only
are these institutions also archives in their own
right, but their presence online, and in particular
on Tumblr, adds further potential into what is
arguably a new type of dialogue between users and
institutions.
However, Tumblr itself is an ambivalent space.
On the one hand, it is a social microblog,
constantly in flux, as the latest post appears first
and knocks earlier posts farther down in constant
movement. Yet, as Wilson states in an interview
with the University of Florida student newspaper
Alligator, she also sees the Tumblr as having several


functions. She sees it as a database for her findings,
but she also says: “I enjoy it as an aesthetic gallery
. . . That was the original intention—to stand alone
as something that’s attractive to the bibliophile, to
the artist, to the techie.”2
Glitches could therefore also be an expression of
something changing, of how the unintentional
disrupts the order. The Art of Google Books
illustrates that the transition from analogue to
digital is far more complex than mere transcription.
The archive, a philosophical issue in itself, becomes
an even more interesting starting point when
converged with the Web and the computer. Both
are containers of records and expressions of culture
in their own way.
This text will explore how the Internet and
digital culture is recreating the archive, its place
in culture and our way of organising history.
This also overlaps and intertwines with my own
dissertation project, which deals with how the
transition into the digital is changing visual culture
and, subsequently, our sense of reality. The online
archive is as much about image interface, a new
aesthetic, as it is about moving physical objects
into a digital sphere. My project moves through
the intersections of digital culture, cultural history
and fashion, and these are all useful lenses through
which to understand archival change. Fashion
could here be seen as a cultural translation, as
the very glitch in the mediation of the archive.
When discussing these broad and complex terms
of memory and the archive, we may benefit
from a wider understanding of our relationship
to media. Indeed, as in Marshall McLuhan’s
definition of media, both fashion and the Web
can be seen as technologies that are extensions
of our bodies and senses, which in turn affect
us and them.3 Moreover, in Gramophone, Film,
Typewriter, Friedrich Kittler writes: “[D]uring the
founding age of mechanized storage technologies,
human evolution, too, aims toward the creation
of a machine memory.”4 Even though I would not


go as far as Kittler in this way, and label humans
as little more than memory machines, these pages
will show that an understanding of contemporary
archival practices requires a more dynamic
approach to memory, the body, and media.
Online, archival content, whether digitised or born
digital, moves through different spaces and places,
constantly re-contextualised by Internet users. In
this way, it also moves from a physical body to an
image, but also back again, as seen in The Art of
Google Books. The archival discourse finds itself
situated in these ambivalent spaces, in the glitch.
As Derrida has pointed out, “nothing is less clear
today than the word ‘archive’.”5
What
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What is the archive then? Is it still that which
French historian Pierre Nora describes as a
product of an acceleration of history?
[T]he imperative of our epoch is not only to
keep everything, to preserve every indicator of
memory—even when we are not sure which
memory is being indicated—but also to
produce archives.6
Certainly, as Marlene Manoff has noted, the
term itself is “loosening and exploding” in
contemporary discourse.7 Additionally, the
physical archive and the online equivalent seem
radically different, arguably pulling the discourse
apart even more. The former is traditionally
perceived as fixed and physical, as it deals with
preservation and primary sources. The latter
is fluid, interconnected, overwhelming, and
unsentimental. Indeed, seeking to restore or
perhaps impose memory on something that
almost prides itself of having none seems like an
impossible task. As we increasingly use the Web for
finding information, it has been suggested that we
are losing not only our attention span, but also our
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own memories in the process. When information
is so readily available, why remember anything?
A kind of digital overload if you will. As Sigrid
McCausland notes: “Digitisation is portrayed
either as the answer for the future of access to
archives or, conversely, as a threat to traditions of
rigorous research using primary sources.”8

To approach the present archive in its multitude of
forms, we might have to go back to memory, itself
a complex metaphor for the archive. In both cases,
it is “an idea that there is a particular capacity
that enables us to remember, to store, to recall
experiences and knowledge, and that in doing so
constitutes an essential part of our existence.”9
Memory itself, like an archive, could be illustrated
as a place where images, things, and meanings
are collected. But memory, like the Internet, is


also not fixed. Things are added and things are
lost. Moreover, memory as both a theoretical and
cognitive issue is constantly under debate. For
example, the established notion of photographs
as a tool for documentation of both personal and
cultural memory has been challenged many times,
not only from outside the photographic discourse,
as images for example can be manipulated.10
Wittgenstein criticised the whole idea of memory
as storage (or archive), arguing that there is no
conceptual link between memory and mental
images and instead brought forward an idea of
family resemblance.11 Taking Wittgenstein’s lead,
Danièle Moyal-Sharrock reasons for remembering
only where there is effort or attention and that
implicit memory therefore does not really exist.12
However, the archive, as memory, is as much about
forgetting as it is about remembering. Consider
a woman who remembers everything. Nothing
would be possible to recall, as all combinations of
connections would be available. Discrimination
is an important, if not crucial, aspect of memory,
without which reality would turn chaotic and
the past would overwhelm us. As media theorist
Wolfgang Ernst notes in his article “The Archive as
Metaphor”:
There is no necessary coherent connection
between archival data and documents, but
rather gaps in between: holes and silence.
It is this which makes the archive an object
of media-archaeological aesthetics: like
archaeologists, media archaeologists are
confronted with artefacts which do not speak
but operate. This silence is power at work,
unnoticed by narrative discourse.13
As technology keeps progressing, the Internet
now has the capacity to store virtually all available
information, which makes the ability to filter and
make sense of data crucial. At the same time, the
Web, the online memory, is intensely unreliable.
As Belinda Barnet notes, “It is by nature a


transient, evanescent medium. Software and
markup languages are updated every three months.
Links are outdated, information daily replaced or
removed.”14 Additionally, technological progress
necessarily leaves behind more obsolete technology.
In the article “Are We Losing Our Memory? or
The Museum of Obsolete Technology,” journalist
Alexander Stille writes:
One of the great ironies of the information age
is that, while the late twentieth century will
undoubtedly have recorded more data than
any other period in history, it will also almost
certainly have lost more information than any
previous era.15
In tandem, art has been increasingly occupied with
matters of the archive, investigating the resulting
loss of the physical and our obsession with
collection and storage. Of course, the scholarly
interest in digitisation had already emerged in
the 1980s, before the introduction of the World
Wide Web. But the real debate of the advantages
and costs of digitisation did not really begin until
more networked technologies became available.16
Thus, there is still confusion in these paradoxical
arguments, where the Internet remembers
everything (as Andrew Keen notes in Digital
Vertigo) but where “the technology is constantly
self-obsolescing” (as Stewart Brand discusses in his
essay “Written on the Wind”).17 Indeed, the term
archive takes on different meanings depending on
the context and can work as much as an analytical
tool as a particular space. As Foucault states:
[T]he archive of a society, a culture, or a
civilization cannot be described exhaustively;
or even, no doubt, the archive of a whole
period. On the other hand, it is not possible
for us to describe our own archive, since it is
from within these rules that we speak, since
it is that which gives to what we can say—
and to itself, the object of our discourse—its
modes of appearance, its forms of existence


and coexistence, its system of accumulation,
historicity, disappearance. The archive cannot
be described in its totality; and in its presence
it is unavoidable. It emerges in fragments,
regions, levels.18

Thus, archives reflect the priorities and blind spots
of the archivists as well as the spirit of the age in
which they operate. Certainly, these paradoxes
constantly challenge researchers on digital culture
as well. And rightly so, as the categorisations we
take for granted, and to some extent wish to protect,
were perhaps not as fixed as we had thought. In the
essay “Art of the Archive,” Ernst writes:


The archive is primarily a formal structure
governing transformation of present records
into storehouses of the past. Every operation
in an archive is dedicated to this reordering.
What happens when art, characterised by its
development of alternative forms unfamiliar
to conventional ways of ordering, or even by
disorder, encounters the archive?19
In other words, what happens when there is a glitch
that forces this continuous nervous dance around
the question of the archive, never settling on a clear
definition? As I move into the actual practice of
online archives, to the complex interplay of users,
of images, of remix and fluidity, of appearing and
disappearing, the theories that have argued for
making power and structures visible and breaking
with traditional thought might be the same theories
that fall under their own canonical weight. As
much as Derrida and Foucault see archives as
hegemonic and controlling of the mind as well as
culture, and even though they argue for reading
archives subversively, they also use the physical
archive as their starting point, applying methods
that might not fit Web practices at all. Geert Lovink
writes:
Unfortunately, these concepts are ill
prepared for the fluid media objects of our
real-time era . . . Do we truly expect to find
exciting opening and applicable insight
by “reading” YouTube under Spivak’s
guidance, and watching Heroes with Žižek
in our favourite interpassive mode, flowing
through the national libraries with Castells,
understanding Google à la Deleuze, or
interpreting Twitter via Butler?20
And so, the archive must be found, maybe again
and again, for it seems to freeze and scramble
whenever it appears to be under control. This, I
argue, is done by approaching it through how it is
used. The archive emerges through Web practice
and the Internet users.
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Cyberspace is not about content, but rather a
transversive performance of communication.
Without the permanent re-cycling of
information, there is no need for empathic
memory.21
The very concept of the archive suggests closure,
a heritage or a memory that is somehow finished
or fixed. But as previously stated, I instead wish
to shift focus to the user perspective of archival
practices. Of the archive as process. It is not only
the actual objects that change when digitised (or
in other ways made accessible online), but they are
also exposed to a re-contextualization arguably way
beyond their physical capacity. Rather than being
individually found in files, they are released into
the multi-dimensions of cyberspace. What happens
to archival content once it has been digitised
has arguably been less investigated, as we are
still considering the question of making archives
digitally accessible.
Reconsidering the initial case of Tumblr, The Art
of Google Books is only one of many examples of
not only an historic awareness, but also a specific
archival interest of users. Another case of this
re-use of history is the popular Tumblr called My
Daguerreotype Boyfriend, mixing 19th century
photography with what users consider handsome
men. The Tumblr is collectively created as readers
submit pictures they might find through online
archives or museums. Indeed, through the blog’s
theme history is rediscovered, and forgotten
photographs find new identities. In some instances,
it is a way of connecting with history, of individuals
wishing to remember, to share knowledge, to
explore and to find fresh approaches to writing
history, providing a space quite different than that
of a physical museum. Additionally, all Tumblrs
are also their own archive where you can get an
overview of all posts made. The objects are also
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simultaneously showcased and stored in a kind of
scrapbook. One Tumblr user describes her archive
like this:
[T]he thing i love about my archive is it shows
how ive changed as time goes on. you know
what i mean? ive gone from just. weird and
i dont even know, to like. personal, and then
tumblr-y fashion, to probably like a summer
blog, to an art/design blog, to a goth/soft grunge
blog, to an indie blog, to an urban blog, back
to the whole goth/grunge thing, and now its
kind of between goth/softgrunge/indie/urban/
personal/whatever i feel like.22
These different Tumblr projects could arguably
be seen as what Melissa Terras calls a creation of
digital resources by amateurs, “an area seldom
considered in academic literature.”23 She argues
that the Web 2.0 technologies encourage creativity
and information sharing:
[M]useums, libraries, and archives are now
reconsidering their relationship with users and
the general public, both in the use of digital
collections and how users can contribute
to an increasingly rich digital resource
environment.24
Thus, the activities of being a part of and
participating in cultural heritage overlap, but
they are not the same. It should be noted that
Terras’s object of research is a somewhat inverted
version of The Art of Google Books. She looks at
Flickr, an online photography-hosting platform
that has become increasingly of interest to
memory institutions. The manner in which users
have posted, shared and discussed image-based
historical material in this case is now being adopted
and integrated into the way institutions wish to
communicate with their audience.25 The point here
is that regardless of direction, whether it is a site
that attracts the interest of institutions or a blog
that uses the archival material of these institutions,


there is again the question of process suggestively
blurring the boundaries of where one ends and the
other begins.
Consequently, following the increasing popularity
of this simplistic, collective and often innovative
use of imagery, institutions are now looking to
Tumblr for new ways of interacting and presenting
archival material. As mentioned above, LIFE
Magazine and the New York Public Library can be
found on Tumblr, publishing interesting quotes,
information about events and other things related
to their work. Other examples of institutional
Tumblr presence are the New Museum in New
York City, Sculpture Centre in Long Island, the
Chicago History Museum, the Smithsonian,
the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art,
the Archives of American Art in Washington
D.C., the Brooklyn Museum, several archival
services, museum curators, librarians, most major
newspapers and magazines, and a wide variety of
museum, archive, library and art lovers dedicating
their Tumblr to these matters.26 Interestingly
enough, American museums and libraries currently
constitute the dominant presence on Tumblr
specifically (however, the educational department
of the Museu Brasileiro da Escultura in Sao Paulo
also has an account). Most European museums
do not have Tumblr blogs, but they are frequently
tagged by users devoted to specific themes, such
as the Illumanu Tumblr. Aspiring “to become a
helpful resource for history (and mainly fashion
history) research” this blog uses material from a
wide variety of European and American museums
and libraries.27
Of course, there are also other blog platforms
and sites used for this type of archival practice,
such as the nostalgic site Dear Photograph. The
idea behind it is simple: to hold up a historical
photograph in front of where it was originally
taken, take a second photograph, and then add a
short sentence about the picture. The results are
stunning and often very emotional. Like other


online crowdsourcing art projects, such as Post
A Secret or Found, these personal yet universal
life stories are turned into books, thus travelling
from analogue to digital and back to analogue in a
strange and fascinating flow.
Even though scholars within the traditional fields
might view many of the new “amateur” online
archives as mere digital “cabinets of curiosities,”28
as some online collections might be particularly
concerned with very odd rarities, I would argue
that this divergence with regard to what is worth
collecting is precisely the point. The things that
were previously thrown away or excluded from
libraries and museums are now revitalised. If
someone is interested, one has a fairly good chance
of finding what one is looking for. Literary theorist
David Greetham argues that it is often the garbage,
the things ignored, that might be the most worthy
of preservation.29 He writes: “The ‘popular’ of
consistently canonical works and editions do not
need the protection of bibliographical deposit to be
conserved: they will take care of themselves.”30 The
point here is that this archival shift, this alternative
collecting and sharing of historical documents, is
already set in motion. As Nancy Proctor states in
her article “Digital: Museum as Platform, Curator
as Champion in the Age of Social Media”:
Even the “stodgiest” of museums is not
immune.Whether or not museums are
actively embracing Flickr,Wikipedia,YouTube,
Facebook, Twitter, and the rest, their visitors
are. People share their own photos, videos,
and links about and to museums around the
world through platforms that are not in the
museum’s control.31
Thus, the discussion perhaps ought to be less about
“who knows best” and more about a continuation
of an inclusive discourse, which feminist and
postcolonial theory have already started. This is
arguably also what the online user culture is a part
of expressing.
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Even though the aforementioned cases are
susceptible to cross-fertilization, the material
itself is fairly stable. We become aware of the
different processes a book undergoes when
digitised, we reflect on the different qualities of
physical versus screen characteristics and how they
affect our experience, but we do not necessarily
question whether it is a book (a cohesive whole
that has an analogue counterpart) when we look
through it on Google Books. It is however, quite
a different challenge to collect material such as
memes, which are ephemeral at their core, and of
which movement and shape shifting is the very
essence of their being. How do you collect and
archive something that is meant to be in constant
movement, has no authorship, is hugely dependent
on context and can just as often be a concept or an
idea, as a tangible thing?
In short, an Internet meme is a concept, a style or
a joke that spreads via the Web. It can be a video,
picture, website, phrase, or something else. It may
stay the same, but more often than not it evolves
and changes through commentary, imitation,
references and parody. Know Your Meme is a
website that is dedicated to documenting these
Internet phenomena, ordering them, and to the
extent that it is possible, finding their sources and
history. It is a humour site in its own right, but
it adds analysis and research to otherwise freefloating and short-lived online micro-trends worth
remembering and saving. It works like a searchable
database in a manner similar to Wikipedia.
Anyone can submit an entry that will then be
evaluated and confirmed by the administrators.
In some cases, an archive is born as a reaction to
an increasingly high volume of content and users
requesting that certain threads be saved, like the
example of the 4chan community (an image board
where many memes are born). 4chan is otherwise
known for having no memory and every thread


(themed discussion) is taken down within days,
sometimes hours. This has created a free and
uncensored (sometimes quite raw) tone, but the
popularity of submitting content to the archive
has grown rapidly. Even though created by a single
administrator named “capsized,” the archive
now works in a more democratic fashion. It takes
requests from users when they think a thread is
worthy of filing, and will be permanently archived
when enough people have voted for it. The best
threads are then picked out by the moderators
and published.32 Numerous 4chan threads such
as “Caturday” and “Read This In My Voice” have
then moved on to become widespread Internet
memes, and subsequently part of the much wider
history of the user-generated Web. Just as archives
facilitate interest among today’s researchers, these
recent expressions may similarly pique the interest
of future researchers.
Returning to Tumblr then, much of its popularity
arguably lies in the fact that it is uniquely suited to
visual art and efficient image interface (the point
of interaction and communication). However, it
is the social aspect of the platform that makes for
the truly interesting shift in archival and heritage
approach for users. Because it is centred on sharing
and reblogging, institutions and individual bloggers
can engage in constant dialogue, where both
parties can draw equal amounts of knowledge from
each other. This is part of what Belinda Barnet calls
the networked archive.33 Rather than just being
a place for storage, the Web 2.0 and hypertext
(and successive reblogs and links) distribute and
communicate the archive. And rather than being
a personal network, like the Memex, it puts each
individual in a greater network, a practiced cultural
memory.34
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Working in parallel to users generating alternative
archives and collections and sharing old and new
material through blog platforms and social media,
an extensive network of machines handles the vast
amounts of information floating around online. In
some cases, we have created a function, a robot or a
space for one specific purpose, but later recognised
additional unplanned purposes.
Consider the case of Google Street View, the
technology featured in Google Maps that provides
panoramic views of streets around the world. After
the Japanese tsunami of March 2011, Google
decided to “digitally archive” the disaster zones
by collecting data of the area before and after
the storm hit. On a special site called “Build the
Memory” one can now navigate through before
and after pictures with the use of a particular
software. Additionally, Google wants to use
personal images, uploaded by users. On the
website, they write:
To help people in Japan share their
photographs and videos that did survive,
Google created a website, “Mirai e no kioku”
(text is in Japanese only), which means
“Memories for the Future.” Through this
site, people have been able to rediscover lost
memories of their homes and towns.35
Google Street View has sparked the imagination
of a number of artists that have used the robotmade images as art or social commentary, for
example Doug Rickard’s virtual journeys through
a forgotten America, or perhaps most notably
through Jon Rafman’s stunning art project Nine
Eyes of Google Street View. Additionally, there
are more clearly expressed collective resources
such as History Pin, a website striving to
become the largest user-generated archive of the
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world’s historical images. It “acts like a digital
time machine, and uses . . . Google Street View
technology to allow the wide public to dig out,
upload and pin their own old photos, as well as the
stories behind them, onto an interactive map.”36
Discovering history through augmented reality
in this way is a chapter of its own, but certainly
overlaps with the notion of the archive coming
alive and being set in motion. What we also tend
to forget is that our computers and gadgets are
as connected and networked as we are. In this
manner, the archive can also be that which we did
not know we needed.
End

Notes
This idea of the archive evolving out of necessity
and collective demand, as with 4chan or Know
Your Meme, arguably challenges a more
traditional, modernistic approach to it. As historian
Carolyn Steedman notes, history writing is more
complex than that:
And nothing starts in the Archive, nothing, ever
at all, though things certainly end up there.
You find nothing in the Archive but stories
caught half way through: the middle of things;
discontinuities.37
This is arguably key to approaching the online
archive, as it is as much about breaking with
modernistic thinking as it is about finding new
practical solutions to preserving cultural heritage.
So is the core of French filmmaker Alain Resnais’s
documentary All The Memory Of The World (1956)
about dealing with the issue of confinement and
release in relation to the archive and the library.
The movie follows a book from its arrival at
the institution to its placement on the shelf as
“a prisoner” (until checked out) and in which
the books and the librarians serve as agents in
the “slow battle of death” that is our universal


forgetting. The film makes a case for the need for
knowledge preservation for future reference. It
equates the archive with a collective memory, but
it also argues that in the future, human knowledge
will achieve completeness. The French National
Library stands as a monument to the proud
Enlightenment ideals of universal progress and
reason, but as Resnais comments, within this place,
and perhaps also this concept, the books are held
captive.
Instead, it is the acknowledgment of what is
happening on a variety of social media platforms
that might grant us the most useful insights into
the future of archives. As is arguably happening
with other user generated experiments, like open
source programming, the tensions around the
archive, what it was and what it might be is an issue
of power, of who controls and distributes content.
As Clay Shirky argues in a TED talk in June 2012:
The people experimenting don’t have
legislative power. The people with legislative
power are not experimenting with
participation. They are experimenting with
transparency, but transparency is openness in
one direction.38
In his latest book, Geert Lovink poses quite a
relevant question: “Why store a flow?”39 This is
again where fashion provides a useful parallel
in understanding alternative archives. Elizabeth
Wilson brilliantly begins her book Adorned in
Dreams by describing precisely this ambivalence
between that which is alive and that which is dead,
what is archive and what is movement.
There is something eerie about a museum
of costume. A dusty silence holds still the old
gowns in glass cabinets . . . The living observer
moves, with a sense of mounting panic,
through a world of the dead . . .We experience
a sense of the uncanny when we gaze at
garments that had an intimate relationship


with human beings long since gone to their
graves. For clothes are so much part of our
living, moving selves that, frozen on display
in the mausoleums of culture, they hint at
something only half understood, sinister,
threatening; the atrophy of the body, and the
evanescence of life.40
Memes and Tumblr are perhaps like garments
in this sense. They need to be “alive” to be fully
comprehended. Like Alain Resnais’s books held
captive in the library, the garments in the museum
are “souls in limbo.”41 This, however, does not make
them any less valuable. In the article “The Archive
in Theory: An Archivist’s Fantasy Gone Mad,”
Siân Evans offers valuable insight into a “new”
archive by using the art collective of Jen Kennedy
and Liz Linden.42 Their projects centre on creating
platforms open and available to all. One of their
concepts, a temporary publishing house, seeks to
offer a counterpoint to the authority and inflexibility
of other publishing houses, striving instead to be
non-hierarchical, unedited, self-identified and
ephemeral.43 Although this reinterpretation of
language is part of the challenge of the feminist
discourse, the idea of temporality and an archive
as something “not of the past,” questioning both
what can be said, and what is considered canonical,
is a materialisation of the discussion of this text of
archives as neither universal nor fixed.44
Rather, the different expressions and experiments
emerging online might be a step away from the
institutionalised archives of the 19th century and
the modernistic desire to archive that might still
privilege historic continuity. Instead, the Web
2.0 archive seems to be coming from a place of
practicality and service, created and used when
needed, fragmented and contextual at the same
time. Possibly like a slightly less magical equivalent
of “the room of requirement” in the Harry Potter
fantasy novel The Order of the Phoenix (2007). A
room someone can only enter in a time of need. It
is a room not fixed, but when it appears, it is always


equipped for the seeker’s needs. Of course, this
metaphor is flawed, but it is an attempt to move
beyond our conventional notions of the archive
and focus on a space, which, like the Kennedy
and Linden publishing house, inhabits a type of
agency, a form of adhocracy (a term popularised
by futurist Alvin Toffler in 1970). “Seek and you
shall find.” And if not, you create it yourself. Thus,
we are arguably moving from copy to access,
from an archival corpus (an empty garment) to a
living body. The glitches brought to the surface in
projects like The Art of Google Books are our own
lives converging with the digital, representing the
ambivalence of something that can be manipulated
and thoroughly inconsistent at the same time. The
imperfections of these archival experiments might
just be the soul in Kittler’s memory machine,
further encouraging collaboration and networking
internally among users and institutions, as well as
between users and institutions.
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